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FOR YOUR INFORMATION

Final vows

Fr General has granted Final Vows to Frs, Gracious Stephen, Peter Mulluparambil, and Sunil
Padannamakkal Congratulations dear brothers! They will be pronouncing their Final Profession on
18 May 2013 at Christ Hall, Calicut, at 11 am. All of you are cordially invited to join them during these
moments of joy as they are fully incorporated into the Society of Jesus.

PROVINCE MEET 2013
As announced earlier the Province Assembly will
be from 11 – 13 May 2013. We will have a seminar
on Jesuit History and a workshop on Strategic
Planning towards a Vision and Mission.Felicitating
our Golden Jubilarians and the new young priests
will be part of our Province Gathering. All of you
are requested to participate in this Province Family
Gathering. Please inform Fr Minister about your
arrival and departure.
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FROM OUR INSTITUTIONS

NEW BOOKS

LOYOLA, ALUVA

On the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of his
ordination to priesthood Fr Kurien Kunnumpuram
has written a book titled, Called To Serve: Indian
Christian Reflections on the Priesthood and
Priestly Ministry. The book is available at St
Paul’s, Mumbai. One of Fr Kurien’s books has been
translated into Malayalam and published under the
title: Jeevante Poornathayilekku. This book is
available at St Paul’s, Ernakulam. The third volume
of the selected writings of Fr Samuel Rayan, edited
by Fr Kurien ,titled, The Mission of the Church is
just out of the press. This volume is available at St
Paul’s, Mumbai. Hearty congrats to Fr Kurien.

March and April were eventful months for us, at
Loyola. On 5 March we, the six novices, formally
received cassocks, symbolizing our willingness to
offer ourselves totally to God. That very day the
ministries of Acolyte and Lector were conferred
upon us by Fr Joseph Kallepallil, our Provincial,
during a Solemn Eucharist Celebration. During
the Eucharist Fr Provincial gave us an inspiring
homily on the importance of mission in the Society.
The Mass was followed by a delicious supper
and a community get- together. Besides our own
community members, Frs Paul Vadakel, Mathew
Nampiaparambil, Roy Thottathil, Martin Puthussery
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and Sch. Binu Joseph attended the function and
blessed us. We had prepared ourselves well for
this great event through a 2-day retreat under the
brilliant guidance of Fr Abraham Pallivathukkal.
Wearing cassocks for the first time in our lives, was
indeed a thrilling experience!
And then on the ides of March we marched out for
our Mission Experiment. Like the Apostles, we too
were sent in pairs; Anjo and Deslin to Chemboor;
Amal and Sebin to Anchuthengu and Libin and
Joy to Mariapuram. This one month gave each one
of us lots of enriching experiences. For the first time
we directly experienced the thrills and crosses of
working in the vineyard of the Lord. We are deeply
grateful to Frs Zucol, OP Mathew, PT Augustine,
Dominic Madathaniyil, Benny Chirammel and
Emmanuel Koyan who accompanied and guided
us during this Experiment with wonderful diligence
and care. Thank you very much Fathers, for all
the care and encouragement you have given us!
We will always cherish our first ever exposure to
the ‘missions’. Before being sent on the Mission
Experiment we had a very fruitful session with
Fr Martin Puthussery who has gently led us into
the complex and angst-filled world of the migrant
labourers in Kerala. Thank you Fr Martin! We look
forward to learning more from you.
We returned to Loyola on 16 April, and gradually
got back into the rhythm of the novitiate. In the last
week of April we were privileged to have our dear
Fr C.J. Joseph with us. What a delight it was to
have him once again with us! He taught us several
new hymns and helped us revise some of the old
ones. Thank you Fr C.J! Please do come to Loyola
again and again! Fr P.T. Mathew who belongs to our
community (when he is in the Province) joined us
on 22 April. Fr Jacob Madukakuzhy, who was away
practically for the whole of March and April directing
retreats, finally returned to Loyola on 26 April. So
for the first time in the year all the members of our
community are here together! Sch. Binu Joseph
has been at Loyola from the middle of March
preparing for his exams. These days his exams
are in progress. His presence was a blessing to
Loyola especially when we the novices were away.
Fr Saji has been busy all these days supervising
the maintenance and repair works, the latest being
the repairs of our big well. During our absence
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Fr Master found time to direct two retreats - one for
the Deacons of Alappuzha diocese and the other
for two Brothers of St John of God. During the last
month, Frs Anthraper, EJ Thomas, T.V.John, John
Francis and Sch. Rubil and Sheise honoured us
with short visits.

Joy Cruz

SAMEEKSHA & ATMAMITRA
Month of April witnessed a lot of life and vitality on
Sameeksha and Atmamitra campuses. Three fiveday SALT programmes organized by Atmamitra
and conducted by our scholastics ably supported
by a few local volunteers were well attended. A total
of 167 students took part in the camps here. Two
three-day camps were organized at Sarvodaya
Eachome (in collaboration with our Jesuit
Community for youth of Nadavayal Forane) and
Ignatian Retreat Centre (in collaboration with JEA)
attended by an additional 79 students. We provided
subsidy / sponsorship for about 20 students in
all the camps together. Fr Toby also gave Youth
Animators’ Training Programmes for Seminarians
of Irinjalakuda and Kothamangalam Dioceses and
for Holy Family Sisters of Irinjalakuda Province.
News is pouring in from our ministry schools about
cent percent or very close to cent percent results.
Schools in general had been very appreciative of
our services and have referred our services to other
schools and colleges.
About 15 people (mostly Jesuits) are making their
annual retreat with Fr Joe Pulickal at Sameeksha.

Toby
S.M.FARM, PARIYARAM
Samskriti organized a 5-day Social Awareness and
Leadership Training (SALT) camp at IRC for about
50 students of 10, 11 & 12th classes from a dozen
parishes of Chirakkal mission, in collaboration with
Little Flower Boys’ Home Alumni Charitable Trust
consisting of former students of Mattul orphanage.
The camp was conducted by our scholastics,
Gijo Kochuparambil, Shibin Pottananickal,
Emmanuel Puthuveettil, Nikhil George, Jithin
Joseph and Amal Sebastian. With the unique
methodology of learning through games, exercises
and experiences the camp was rated very high by
the participants. Some of the skills they learned
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were public speaking, acting, newspaper writing
and self awareness. Along with a class on Career
Guidance, their visit to Samskriti Career Guidance
and Information Centre at Pilathara, gave them
a firsthand experience of our Centre which they
wanted to popularize among their friends and peers
in the parishes; an additional objective of this camp.
Their visit to ‘HOPE’, an Institute for the very sick
and abandoned people, gave them awareness of
the social realities and motivation to do something
about it. The participants wanted more of such
camps with longer duration. Back in their parishes,
some of them shared their camp experiences with
the people in the parish during Sunday Mass.
The scholastics were highly appreciated for their
creative sessions and friendly approaches. Some
of them endeared themselves to the participants as
youthful heroes. Kudos to them.

Mathew Aerthayil
LOYOLA, TRIVANDRUM
Loyola Extension Services, Trivandrum, conducted
3 days’ Training for 49 headmistresses of Franciscan
Clarist Congregation at LES on April 1-4, 2013.
Fr Joye James conducted 4 two-day workshops
in April 2013 for FCC Superiors at Aluva , CMC
Superiors at Changanacherry, UMI Provincial Team
at Vythiri and SH Sisters at Dwaraka. He attended
the Xavier Board of India Triennial convention in
Mysore and got elected to the National Executive
committee of the Xavier Board for 3 years.

Joye James
FROM FRANCE
The major event of the month was the diaconate
ordination of twelve Jesuit scholastics, of which two
were Indians, by Mgr Pascal Delannoy, the Bishop
of Saint - Denis in the Jesuit Church of St Ignatius,
Paris, in a very solemn and spiritual ceremony.
Fr Lisbert D’Souza, the regional Assistant for
Southern Asia, was here to take part in the ceremony.
The biting cold days of the winter season has given
way to the sunny days of spring. Paris now looks
really beautiful and bright with different colours of
flowers and trees. Taking a break from the busy
schedules of our intellectual and apostolic works,
the community altogether went out to Epernom,
a beautiful village outside Paris, for a weekend
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community gathering. The two-day programme was
marked by reflecting on the letter of Father General
on the Year of Faith, prayer, sharing, silence and
outing. It gave us the opportunity to come together
and experience our companionship as Jesuits in
our international atmosphere. Both of us, Sooraj
and Vibin, started our ministry as spiritual guides
to two different Communauté Vie Chrétienne
(CVX) groups. The CVX is an active lay movement
in France, which follows the Ignatian Spirituality as
its way of life. As the end of the academic year is
coming closer, both of us are busy with a dissertation
and the exam preparation.

Sooraj
FROM LONDON (UK)
April was a significant month for us. We started our
month with the British Province Meet. It was a good
experience for all of us. The 2013 British Province
Meeting began in a good spirit. Along with the
British Jesuits the Jesuits living and working in the
UK who represented Jesuits from all over the world
gathered together in the Hayes Conference Centre
in Derbyshire. It was delightful to see the British
Jesuits surrounded by so many young men from
India, Africa, Latin America as well as from the other
parts of Europe. Fr Alberto Brito, the Provincial of
Portugal was the chief guest for the meeting. He
delivered a talk on how the major changes made
in the Portuguese Province in the 1970s produced
great results over the last 40 years. The talk was
well appreciated by the audience.
Lambeth Interfaith group gave a power point
presentation on Kerala. John Woodhouse and
Maud Mateley, who had come for Xavier Tharamel’s
ordination in Kerala, delivered a talk on the Church
and the inter-religious dimension of Kerala, during
the gathering of the Lambeth Interfaith group. Now
we are focusing more on our studies as we are
going to start our exams next week. Fr Xavier is
making good efforts to complete his M.A. studies.
Writing of essays, dissertation work by Xavier and
exam preparations are really making us mentally
active and vibrant, these days. Thousands of
people gathered to witness the funeral procession
of Former British Prime Minister, Baroness Margret
Thatcher.

Deepak
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FROM THE CHINESE PROVINCE
A Jesuit Giant in Mainland China goes to his reward.
Bishop JIN Luxian (Aloysius) S.J. breathed his
last on April 27. He was born on June 20, 1916, of
devoted Catholic Parents who died when he was a
young boy. At first a seminarian, after Philosophy
he joined the Society of Jesus in 1938 and was
ordained in Shanghai in 1945. He did his Tertianship
in Paray-le-Monial and Doctorate in Theology in
Rome. Returning to Shanghai in 1951, he was
appointed Acting Provincial and Acting Rector of
the Major Seminary and then he made his solemn
Profession. Imprisoned by the Communists in 1955,
first in Shanghai, then in Beijing, he was sent to a
Labour Camp and finally on parole to a Government
Translation Department for 10 years, because he
was well versed in seven languages. He returned
to his native city only in 1982 and took up one of
the jobs he was doing when imprisoned – Rector of
the Major Seminary that was currently managed by
the Chinese Patriotic Association. So, at 65 Fr JIN
chose the road less travelled. The simple fact is that
Fr JIN took another view to the prevailing orthodoxy
among Catholics in the 1950’s – that the Communist
Party was a fleeting thing in China’s history that the
Nationalists on Taiwan would be back any moment.
Fr JIN treaded the thin line between recognizing
the authority of the Communist Government while
sticking to what he believed was most basic and
important to Catholicism in China. He was made
Bishop of Shanghai in 1988. He got back Church
Property from the Communist Government that
respected him. He made relentless efforts to give
people of all kinds a chance in life – the students,
the children, the men and women in Shanghai
and beyond it whom he fostered and prompted to
new and different ways of serving the Church and
spreading the Good News. As a Jesuit, he was
ready to embrace humiliation and rejection as part
of the challenge in following Jesus. Another feature
of his personality that was always a delightful thing
to witness was his simple affection and readiness
to receive affection from friends and those helping
him, particularly in his declining years. When
I visited his residence on April 17, 2008, I was
not able to meet him and receive his blessing,
because he had taken ill. The Chancellor met me
and took me on a tour of the Cathedral where there
are beautiful statues of St Ignatius and St Francis
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Xavier. … Will you believe it?! Here in our Province
Infirmary, our healthy and cheerful 100-year old
Fr George Beauregard is getting ready for his
home-visit to Montreal, Canada!

John FJ Manipadam

SOCII MEET
Socii of South Asia had a training programme
at JDV PG Block, Pune, from 08-12 April 2013.
Fr Agnelo Mascarenhas, the Under Secretary
of the Society of Jesus, Fr Christie Kujur, the
secretary of the South Asia and Fr Peter Raj, the
socius to the POSA were the resource persons who
enlightened us and trained us to become effective
socii in our Assistancy. Two former Provincials,
Frs Bertie Rosario of Pune and George Pattery
of Calcutta had a sharing session with us making
us aware of the importance and the responsibilities
of the socius to the provincial and to the province.
Fr Bertie bluntly put it as a ‘dirty job’ as the socius
has no powers and his work carries no glamour.
Yet it is an important mission and task in the
province as he plays the role of “the hands and
mind of the Provincial”. The resource team urged
the Socii to learn and familiarize with the ‘Practica
Quaedam’ and the ‘Manual for juridical practice of
the Society of Jesus’ which give clarity about their
work, especially with regard to the communication
between the Roman Curia and the Province.
Fr Christie Kujur shared about the archives at Rome
and highlighted the role of Socius in maintaining
the archives, both the living and historical, in the
Province. We spent enough time learning with our
laptop to update the database in Rome through
the Socius webpage. Fr Peter Raj spoke about
the structure and functions of POSA and his team.
Fr Edward Mudavassery, our POSA, found time
to visit us and to enlighten us about the various
needs of the International Society and the common
Houses in the Assistancy, and the role of Socii in
helping the Provincial and the POSA to meet these
needs. We had the opportunity to experience the
hospitality of St Vincent’s, Pune, while we were
having an evening dinner with them. Fr Francis
D’Souza, the Socius of Pune Province, organized
the whole programme meticulously. The ambience
and the eco-friendly atmosphere of JDV PG Block
along with the companionship of the Socii made us
refreshed as we got back to our Provinces.

Sunny Kunnappallil
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YOUNG PRIESTS’ MEET
Eighteen Young Priests of Kerala Province
gathered together under the leadership of Fr Sunny
Kunnappallil on 27-28 April 2013 at Vidyaniketan,
Thumba. Fr Biju George, the co-ordinator of young
priests, extended a warm welcome to the gathering.
and explained the purpose of the gathering.
Fr Sunny Kunnappallil highlighted the need for
ongoing formation for young priests and initiated
a sharing on “our impression and understanding
about the new Jesuit Pope”. The group shared their
experiences and impressions about the new Pope
and how Pope Francis had inspired and influenced
their Jesuit life and mission. One of them said, “The
new Pope is a true Jesuit who has imbibed the real
Jesuit training and has the DNA of a true Jesuit”.
Yet another said, “the new Pope has validated
the ideals and life style of Kerala Jesuits which
is marked by simplicity, love for the poor, and the
inclusive mission.” The sharing was followed by a
half-day recollection and silence. Fr Sunny urged us
to reflect seriously on our experiences of vowed life
in our personal life and mission. The rest of the day
was spent on sharing our experience of living the
‘three vows’ and listening to the rich experiences of
our companions. In the evening the newly ordained
priests Biju Joy and Saji Joseph celebrated the
Eucharist for the group. On the second day the outgoing priests Salvin and K. J. Thomas celebrated
the Eucharist for the group. Then the group sat
for a planning session and tentatively finalised the
days for triduum in the month of November. The
group expressed their gratitude and appreciation to
Fr K. J. Thomas who organized the delicious food
and the comfortable stay at Vidyaniketan. Under
the able leadership of Fr Ranjit the group had a
refreshing and rejuvenating picnic to Kallar.

Saji Joseph

JESA COLLOQUIUM - NEW DELHI
Thirty Jesuits of India with some of their collaborators,
invited by the JESA Secretariat, met at the Indian
Social Institute, New Delhi from 15 to 17 March
2013 to deliberate on the future of our Social Action
ministry, in the changed environment of the Indian
state and to identify areas and methodologies
for effective interventions and collaboration with
institutions, movements, citizens and civil society.
POSA inaugurated the colloquium and eminent
persons like Mr John Dayal, Dr B.D. Sharma,
Dr. Charles Irudayam (CBCI) and Sr Shalini (Vidya
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Jyoti) were some of the resource persons and
observers at this deliberation.
The objectives of the deliberation were:
i. To analyze the present state of affairs of SA
and identify the causes for the same,
ii. To recognize the challenges and the
opportunities before SA ministry in the present
socio-political and economic context,
iii. To come out with a framework for our response
(Action Plan).
iv. This framework could then provide a guideline
for zonal/province level deliberation in order to
develop concrete plan of action for the next five
years.
We have brought out an orientation statement
for JESA (in draft form) which is titled as “OUR
COMMITMENT TO THE MAKING OF A VIBRANT
DEMOCRCAY IN INDIA”. It will be discussed
and reflected together at various levels (Province/
Zonal/National) and finally bring out a document
for JESA at the JCSA level by 2014. From Kerala
Province, Frs George Thenadikulam and
MK George (representing ISI, Bangalore)
participated in this colloquium. It was an inspiring
occasion for many of us, to be part of an important
deliberation with some of the prominent Jesuit social
activists, theologians and intellectuals who instilled
a fire in us with their in-depth sharing, reflections
and passion.

George Thenadikulam

JUBILEE OF THE RESTORATION
OF THE SOCIETY
The Society is commemorating the 200th
anniversary of the Restoration of the Society in
2014. The Kerala Tidings will carry reflections on
the suppression and restoration of the Society by
Fr Varghese Malpan in the coming months.
No. 01
Learning from the History of the Suppression
and the Restoration of the Society of Jesus
(An exercise in humility and acceptance)
Pope Clement XIV’s (1705–1774) brief of July 1773
suppressing the Jesuit order was preceded by a
series of repressive acts, starting with the expulsion
of the fathers from Portugal and its colonies in 1759.
The Jesuit affair set in a major communication
process throughout Europe and saw the transfer of
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opposing narratives of the events by means of the
various contemporary media. It thereby contributed
to the polarization and politicization of the European
public sphere in the age of enlightenment.
While historians have rightly described the brief
Dominus ac Redemptor of July 1773 as a major
event in church history, it came as no surprise to
most of Europe’s contemporary newspaper readers
and had in fact been long anticipated with either
foreboding or delight, depending on the reader’s
perspective. Indeed the issuing of the papal brief
was treated as an event of minor importance by the
contemporary media, particularly when compared
with the frenzy of fifteen years earlier when the
first news of the expulsion of the Jesuits from
Portugal spread all over Europe and led to journal
articles, new and specialized periodicals, satirical
engravings, prints and pamphlets, compilations
of documents and multi-volume tracts. When
Portugal’s minister Sebastião José de Carvalho e
Melo (1699–1782), Marquês de Pombal, began his
assault on the Jesuit religious order in 1759, the
echo was heard all over Europe, both in Catholic
and Protestant states. This momentous event
prompted journalists, authors and translators,
engravers, anthologists and editors to comment
on the affair, thus fuelling a transnational debate
that soon turned into a battle of fundamental ideas
about state, society and religion. Engaging a larger
informed public in the recipients of the ‘latest news’,
this debate provides evidence for the formation of
a European public sphere transcending the social
frontiers. Moreover, the debate demonstrates how
in early modern Europe a major media event could
serve as an important catalyst for the transfer of
ideas and discourses. The polarization of the public
sphere during the age of enlightenment and the
reciprocal condemnation of adversarial groups like
philosophes, Jansenists, and Jesuits may therefore
be regarded to some degree as the result of transfer
processes initiated by transnational media events.

Malpan Varghese

FROM CURIA ROME
With Pope Francis at the Beginning of his
Pontificate: is the title of the letter, dated March
14, that Father General wrote to the whole Society,
noting that “it is a clear fact that the whole Church
is observing and listening to the words and
actions of the new Pope with great expectation. A
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general atmosphere of hope is tangibly perceived
everywhere. There is a perfect fit between this
hope and the name Francis that the Pope has
chosen, as a prediction of renewal and reform that
the Church itself wishes for all of us.” Recalling
the personal meeting of March 17, he adds: “Pope
Francis feels deeply Jesuit, and he has manifested
this in several moments during these days. We find
an evident sign of this on his papal coat of arms as
well as in the personal response he wrote to me
on 16 March replying to my letter of the 14th.” The
letter reaffirm the union of the Society with the new
Pope: “The Society continues to be united with the
Holy Father in the person of Pope Francis whom
we regard as our Superior. As we consider the
complex issues and problems that he will have to
face, we Jesuits need to reaffirm our support to
the Holy Father and offer him - unconditionally - all
our resources and help, be that in the theological,
scientific, administrative or spiritual areas.” He
concludes: “It is solely from an attitude of humility
that we will be able to cooperate in building up a
Church poor and for the poor that can grow ever
more daily, according to the heart of God and his
son Jesus. Without any kind of triumphalism, let
us make explicit with renewed vigor and zeal the
closeness of the Society to our brother Francis.
This is the moment to respond to his petition: to
pray with him and for him. As friends in the Lord,
we aim to accompany him in his journey of Cross
and Life and, in accordance with our ecclesial
spirituality, we place ourselves at his disposal with
the same sentiments of joy and trust experienced
by the whole Church.”
THE SOCIETY OF JESUS IN NUMBERS
The new statistics of the Society of Jesus as of
January 1st, 2013 have been published.
As of 1 January 2013, the total number of Jesuits
was 17,287: 12,298 priests, 1,400 brothers, 2,878
scholastics, and 711 novices - a net loss of 337
members from 1 January 2012.
Table 1 (Comparison Among Assistancies)
presents the number of members in each category
for each Assistancy. The 2012 and 2013 statistics
are presented, noting the difference between the
two years. The column Novitii presents the sums of
Scholastic Novices, Brother Novices, and Indifferent
Novices. The Novice Priests, are counted under the
Sacerdotescolumn.
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AFR
ALM
ALS
ASM
ASP
ECO
EMR
EOC
USA
SIU

13
136
39
55
232
87
41
34
23
64
711

NOVITII
12
137
46
66
250
91
47
27
26
54
744

8
DIFF
-1
-7
-11
-18
-4
-6
7
-3
10
-33

SCHOLASTICI
13
12
DIFF
520
510
10
167
175
-8
192
181
11
1010 1027 -17
366
354
12
166
170
-4
127
137
-10
117
113
4
213
218
-5
2878 2885
-7
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FATHERS
SACERDOTES
UNIVERSI
DIFF
13
12
DIFF
13
12
DIFF
13
12
114
114
0
739
732
7
1509 1493
16
163
172
-9
852
870
-18 1221 1263 -42
95
100
-5
884
899
-15 1226 1246 -20
228
231
-3
2546 2520
26
4016 4028 -12
93
96
-3
1093 1109 -16 1639 1650 -11
132
144
-12 1302 1318 -16 1641 1679 -38
337
365
-28 1529 1587 -58 2027 2116 -89
111
115
-4
1290 1348 -58 1541 1602 -61
127
133
-6
2063 2142 -79 2467 2547 -80
1400 1470 -70 12298 12525 -227 17287 17624 -337

GONE FOR THEIR REWARD

30

Devasia Kuzhuppil

Br. Irudayam Michael (MDU) 86/64 on 16 April
2013 in Tiruchi.

31

Binu Joseph Varalikkara

Fr Leslie Prabhu, (DAR)73/49 on 10/4/13 at St
Xavier’s, College, Calcutta.

01

Deslin Joseph Chelatt

03

Sabu Palathanadil

Fr. Santiago Sebastian, (PAT), 52/31 on 7 April
2013in Fortis Escorts Heart Institute, Delhi.

06

Mathew Nampiaparambil

07

Thomas Kappiarumalayil

09

Binoy Jacob Pichalakatt

JUNE

IN CHRIST WITH GLORY
MAY
10

James Robert Morais

14

Syriac Panjikaran

16

Joseph Thayil

17

Sunny Kokkaravalayil

18

Chappanthadathil Jomon C.M

19

Rubil Martin Mampuzhackal

20

Binu Kaduthalakunnel

22

Sebastian Thengumpallil

23

Paul Valiakandathil

25

Reji Kunnathethe

26

Jacob Karthanam

29

Michael Thannivelil
Rachans Lukose

MAY
03

(2001) Lawrence Puthenpurackal

04

(2005) Dominic Puthenpurackal

09

(1990) John Kurichiaparambil

12

(2011) Mathew Pallikizhakethil

14

(1974) Kuncheria Ettuparayil

16

(1987) George Perumpra

19

(1981) Abraham Manayanikal

21

(1988) Joseph Taffarel

22

(1982) Luke Uralil

26

(1966) Peter Caironi

28

(2009) Joseph Kizhakedom

29

(1992) Joseph Elanjipuram

Kindly Pray for Many Good Vocations
Please send your news before the first of every month.
Editor’s Email ID: kjscalicut@gmail.com
www: keralajesuits.org

